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Introduction to Extensible Markup Language (XML) with Operations Research Examples
 





Operations research applications are driven by data and increasingly that data is available in xml documents
(and over the web). I like to characterize operations research as the field that uses models to turn data into
information. Because xml has emerged as the de facto standard for sharing data among applications, we
should look to using xml in our applications and research. The power tools to read, write, access, process,
create, validate, and transform xml documents should be as much of a part of our computational toolbox as
are spreadsheets and data analysis programs.
 
This short introduction will discuss the uses and benefits of xml, the construction of xml-based languages, the
validation of xml documents, the use of software tools to construct, validate, process, and transform xml
documents, and software API’s to access, manipulate, and transform data from xml documents within
computer programs. Included is a brief discussion of ongoing uses of xml in operations research.
 
 
Extensible Markup Language and Related Technologies
 
The Extensible Markup Language (xml) and the set of related technologies are platform and language
independent open standards to represent, structure, validate, process, archive, transform, and present data.
The driving motivation behind xml is to provide interoperability of different systems through the sharing of
valid data. This has been a problem long before the introduction of computers, but the recent increase in the
volume and variety of data, networks to quickly transfer information, the web to allow universal access to
data across different computers and computer systems, and requirements for multiple views of data have
made it a much more challenging issue.
 
It is difficult to grasp the enormity of the changes that have taken place since the introduction of the World
Wide Web only ten years ago. The availability of large numbers of inexpensive, powerful computers
connected in a world wide network was a more continuous, and thus more predictable, development over the
past few decades. But the introduction of a small number of protocols (URI, HTTP, HTML) that enabled the
web was a more sudden and disruptive development whose power and implications are yet to be fully seen
and understood. One reason that it is difficult to grasp this impact is that the idea of easy interoperability of
valid data was long active in the imagination of computer users.  However, it is only in the last few years that
that the technology to fully achieve this has been available. The initial standards for xml were only formally
finished five years ago. While the web protocols provide the connectivity, it is the xml standards that have
provided the open source standards for the universal interoperability of valid data.
 
Other approaches to representing computer data have often involved computer specific binary
representations, propriety formats, and few, if any, open standards. This greatly impedes the interchange of
information within an organization to say nothing of the movement of data among different organizations
with different hardware and software systems. The cooperative development of license free, open standards
has allowed the rapid development of data interoperability.
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Relational databases and SQL are the de facto standards for data storage and data access; xml is the de facto
standard for sharing data among applications. Thus relational databases and xml are complementary rather
than competing data technologies. This distinction is not always clear because there are native xml databases,
xml can be stored in relational databases, and database access can be used to exchange data. In spite of the
overlay of the technologies, databases and xml technologies each have a distinct contribution. Xml
technologies are often characterized as the glue between different systems and applications. While this is by
no means the only use of xml, it is currently the most widespread use.
 
The general areas that have thus far seen most of the applications of xml are business to business (for
example, supply chain), construction of books and reports, e-commerce, database access, scientific data
transfer, and configuration files.
 
The language for web pages, HTML, is the markup language that most people are familiar with. For this
reason, xml is often compared to HTML. This comparison is very misleading because xml is a meta language
(that is, a set of rules) for creating xml-based languages each of which defines documents that are instances
of the language. The confusion of comparing xml to HTML is made greater because HTML documents do
not conform to xml rules and thus HTML is not an xml-based language and the technologies and tools for
processing xml do not apply to HTML documents.
 
The term “language” is justified since each xml-based language has a specified syntax and grammar and we
are able to employ a range of formal computer language tools. An xml-based language (also called a tag set,
an xml vocabulary, a document type) defines a set of element and attribute names, a structure for including
them in a document, and constraints on the values of data in the document. There are many, many examples
of these xml-based languages:
 
·        MathML is a language for representing mathematical formulas (for searching, indexing, evaluation)
and their presentation (for example, in web pages, books). MathML is supported in computer algebra
systems such as Mathematica, Maple, and Mathcad as well as in mathematical typesetting systems
such as Tex and Latex.
·        Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) is a language for describing two-dimensional graphics (for example,
points, lines, and curves).
·        Extensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) is for describing company financial reports.
·        Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) is for creating multimedia presentations.
 
Each xml-based language has a formal specification (called a schema) that defines the structure and content
of documents in the language. An xml document is an instance of a particular xml-based language if it
conforms to the schema that defines that language. Given a schema, there are validating parsers that can
determine if a document adheres to the particular scheme (it may also add defaults and do other processing on
the document).
 
The process that developed xml and the related technologies is very interesting and is perhaps the best
demonstration of the power of license free software and open standards. In 1994 the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) http://www.w3.org/ was formed to further the development and evolution of the Internet
by improving HTTP and HTML and developing new standards to ensure interoperability. Any company or
individual can join and participate in their ongoing construction of standards (called “recommendations”).
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The work that lead to the development of xml began with the effort to address the limitations of HTML. In
particular it was seen that HTML focused on presentation of data rather than the content of the data. The
basic goal of xml is to separate data content (held in xml) from presentation (held in HTML, XHTML, or
other formats).
 
There has been a rush to define many xml-based languages to facilitate the easy interchange of data in
specific domains. The characteristics of the domain often determine the type of organization that develops an
xml-based language. Business oriented languages are developed by groups of software professionals from
different companies working together through a non-profit organization such as W3C and The Organization
for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) http://www.oasis-open.org/ while being
paid by their company. Some business-oriented languages are developed by the employees of a single
company that may then make it available license free, under license, or embedded in a commercial product.
Languages for government use or developed by governments for widespread use are constructed by
employees of the government entity.  Volunteer software workers are typical for the standards developed for
research domains and hobby domains. The goal of interoperability is achieved only if all the parties interested
in a particular data domain use the same xml-based language. Thus the work of developing a successful xml-
language is based on careful technical work, review and acceptance by potential users, and tradeoffs and
compromises that assure that the language will be widely adopted and carefully adhered to. This has lead the
interested parties to cooperate in the construction of languages they all then commit to. To locate xml work
going on in a particular area, a web search is usually quite effective.
 
An xml-based language is defined by specifying and then publishing a schema for the language. With the
schema anyone can construct xml documents based on the language and verify that they conform to the
language (using a validating parser). Most of these languages are publicly available, open source, and license
free. In addition most are controlled by an organization that has operating procedures for making changes that





The process of adding meaning to symbols is a challenge that has been around as least as long as language.
The recent development of xml and the set of related technologies is based on a small number of basic ideas:
 
1.   Data should be encoded using international standards that are independent of computer hardware, system
software, and applications software.
 
XML documents are text based (as opposed to binary) and conform to a number of 8-bit and 16-bit Unicode
http://www.unicode.org/ standards. The UNICODE standards allow for easy and efficient encoding of
English and other European language character sets and also cover the full range of encoding that embraces
all the languages of the world including, for example, Japanese, Tibetan, and languages of the Indian
subcontinent. The Unicode standards currently include over 95,000 individual characters.
 
Even though the vast majority of xml documents are constructed and processed exclusively by machine,
because of their text based encoding, xml documents are usually referred to as being “human readable.”
Using established standards for encoding guarantees that all computational devices and software have
unambiguous access to data with no concerns about binary formats, word lengths, proprietary formats,
license fees, big-endian and little-endian, etc. The commercial power of the drive to open standards text
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based encoding of data is evidenced by the announcements that Microsoft Office documents and Adobe pdf
documents will soon be represented in xml (and thus abandoning the special encoding of these documents
that has impeded their access and construction).
 
2.      Metadata (that is data about data) should be embedded in the same document with the data.
 
This is achieved by use of “markup” that provides both structure and partial description of the content of the
document. The idea of markup of data has a long history in publishing. Xml is based on the Standard
Generalized Markup Language (SGML) developed in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s that in turn is based on
the Generalized Markup Language (GML) developed in the late 1960’s. Data documents without markup
need separate documentation to specify how to interpret the content of the data document and this description
must be coded into any software that processes the data document.
 
The xml markup is also encoded to be human readable so it can include well-chosen names that can help
document the data contents. This has lead to the claim that xml documents are “self describing”.  This is not
completely true. For example, while the data:  House 7 2   is made more understandable by:     <Name
feet = ”7” inches = “2”>House</Name>  it is still not clear whether this is a tall person or a
short building. Only further context for the data yields a complete description.
 
These ideas can be seen in a simple xml-based language to specify network optimization problems. A
common data format for network optimization problems is shown in Figure 1.
 
directed  5 demo for INFORMS COMPUTING
# node attribute time (int), arc attributes length(float), cost(int)
A1     2
A27   8
B2     5
B5     4
C13   7
A1     B2      5.2        8
B2     C13    0.0        5
A1     A27    6.3    234
A1     B5      5.3        3
A27   B5      4.333   12
B5     C13    3.33      21
 
Figure 1 text data file
 
Figure 2 shows the data content after it has been “marked up” in an xml-language that is defined in the




  xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="network.xsd" arcs="directed"
  name="demo for INFORMS-Computing Society">
  <NodeSet>
    <Node name="A1" time="2"/>
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    <Node name="A27" time="8"/>
    <Node name="B2" time="5"/>
    <Node name="B5" time="4"/>
    <Node name="C13" time="7"/>
  </NodeSet>
  <ArcSet>
    <Arc tail="A1" head="B2">
      <Length>5.2</Length>
      <Cost>8</Cost>
    </Arc>
    <Arc tail="B2" head="C13">
      <Length>0.0</Length>
      <Cost>5</Cost>
    </Arc>
    <Arc tail="A1" head="A27">
      <Length>6.3</Length>
      <Cost>234</Cost>
    </Arc>
    <Arc tail="A1" head="B5">
      <Length>5.3</Length>
      <Cost>3</Cost>
    </Arc>
    <Arc tail="A27" head="B5">
      <Length>4.333</Length>
      <Cost>12</Cost>
    </Arc>
    <Arc tail="B5" head="C13">
      <Length>3.33</Length>
      <Cost>21</Cost>




Figure 2  xml document (networkFigure2.xml)
 
The contents of an xml element is contained between the start tag and the matching end tag, for example: 
<Length>5.2</Length> or in the key-values attribute pairs, for example: tail="B2" head="C13”.
 
3.      All xml documents are structured as root trees.
 
All elements in an xml document must have a start tag and a matching end tag and the elements must be
correctly nested, that is, any start tag must be matched with its end tag inside any enclosing element. Each
xml document must have a unique “root” element. The rooted tree structure that the markup imposes on the
document makes it easy to construct software (for example, parsers and processors) that can work on any xml
document. This means that once data is embedded in an xml document, there are a number of powerful
computer language  tools that can be used to process the data. The tree structure allows names of data items
to be defined relative to their position in the tree; this local name scoping allows names to have their meaning
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fixed relative to their location in the tree structure. The tree structure also allows easy composition of xml
documents. It is also possible to include some additional relationships between elements, giving the option to
impose a graph structure within xml documents.
 
4.      Xml is not a programming language, but the formal structure of the documents make it easy to read,
modify, process, create, and write xml documents inside a programming language.
 
The W3C recommendations to support processing of xml documents have been specified as computer
language Application Program Interfaces (APIs). This supports the design of software to parse and process
xml documents in different programming languages. Extensive software has been developed in Java, C, Perl,
Com, and other languages. The two primary API’s are Document Object Model (DOM) and Simple API for
XML (SAX). DOM reads an xml document and constructs in memory a tree structure that allows “random”
access to any part of the document. This is effective as long as the document is small enough to represent in
memory. SAX is an event driven API that processes the document from top to bottom. SAX efficiently
processes large documents; however, the organization of the document (that is the design laid out in the
schema) must be such that it is effective to process it in a “single pass.” The designs of the programming
interfaces are very object-oriented and most of the license free, open source software has been developed in
Java.
 
5.      Schemas are used to give a formal definition of an xml-based language.
 
There are several different schemas for defining an xml-based language. The W3C supports two schemas:
Document Type Definition (DTD) and the XML Schema. There are several other schemas developed by other
groups. The schemas differ in their syntax and the kind and power of constraints they can impose on xml
document structure and content. The more recently developed XML Schema allow considerably more
structure and data constraints than DTD schemas. XML Schema has a well-developed notion of data types
that can be applied to the contents of elements and to the values of attributes. There are data types for integer,
double, Boolean, string, times, dates, URI’s, etc. There are also further restrictions of these types, for
example, positive, negative, and nonnegative integer. In all there are 44 data types with capabilities for a user
to use the base data types to build others. For values with a string data type an enumerated list can be
specified. Also for string values regular expressions can be specified. The regular expression capability is
built on the Perl regular expressions. In addition to these “simple” data types there are “complex” data types
that allow any subtree to be specified as a type. Complex data types have object-oriented language
capabilities that allow derived data types. There are also ID/IDREF and KEY/KEYREF properties to allow
easier compatibility with relational databases.
 
The XML Schema, network.xsd, for the network shown in Figure 2 specifies that the xml document must
have one or more nodes, zero or more arcs, the two names that define the head and tail of each arc must be
the name of a node, the node attribute “time” must be a nonnegative integer, the arc element “Length” must
be a double, the arc element “Cost” must be a nonnegative integer, “Cost” and “time” are required, “Length”
is optional, and the names of the nodes must begin with the letter A, B, or C followed by one or two digits.
All these restrictions are enforced by a validating parser. Construction of network xml documents can be
supported by an editor (based on the schema) that could, for example, when entering an arc provide pull
down menus for the head and tail node that would only include nodes that have already been defined.
 
The designer of an xml-based language strives to include as many constraints as possible in the schema since
this will enable many data errors to be detected automatically by a validating parser (this can greatly reduce
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but does not usually eliminate the data checking that must be done by other means). For example, in the
schema that includes a “LastName” element, a schema could use a regular expression to specify that a name
must begin with a letter and contain only letters and dashes, however, this would not flag “fly-by-night” as
being an invalid last name. In all the different natural languages encoded in xml there is a well-defined
character set with letters, digits, and other characters, thus it is possible to construct similar constraints in any
natural language.
 
The designer who uses the XML Schema has extensive flexibility to specify an xml-based language that is
tightly defined. Validation allows the creator of an xml document and any user of that document to be assured
that the data values conform to the constraints defined in the schema. This is particularly important when
documents are automatically produced and processed and when they move automatically across
organizational boundaries. Many applications that have adopted xml for data input and output have seen a
dramatic decrease in the amount of code necessary to do data error checking. Similar to the effect of using a
database, xml can move nearly all the “data modeling” outside the application; this allows use of the
powerful xml tools and directly supports interoperability of data among applications.
 
6.      For documents that are based on an xml-based language that is defined by a schema, there are power
tools to automate many important tasks.
 
For example, given a schema there is software to:
·        Construct an xml document with the required structure and including optional data items.
·        Construct documentation to describe the xml-based language.
·        Construct an editor for creating an xml document that allows only valid data to be put into the
document.
·        Transform an xml document based on one xml language to an xml document based on a different xml
language.
·        Transform an xml document into an HTML or XHTML document for display in a web browser.
·        Transform an xml document into a document of any type (that is, not necessarily HTML or another
xml document)




There are related technologies to transform an xml document to another xml document, to an HTML
document, or to a document that is neither (for example, a book or report). Extensible Stylesheet Language
(XLS and XSL-FO), XPath, and  Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) are used for these
transformations of xml documents. An XSLT transformation can be based on the schema for a particular xml-
based language; thus the transformation applies to any xml document that is valid with respect to the schema.
Transformation via XSLT is an alternative to using a programming language to read the document, process it,
and write out the transformed document.
 




      <xsl:template match="/Letter">
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     Dear <xsl:value-of select="Addressee/Title"/>
              <xsl:value-of select="Addressee/Last"/>:
             <p>We are writing to offer you a new credit card....
             </p>
      </xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
 





    <First>John</First>
    <Last>Doe</Last>








We are writing to offer you a new credit card....
 
Figure 3  XSLT transformation
 
XSLT is an xml-based language that is also a programming language. It is a functional language as opposed
to procedural languages such as Java and C. XSTL matches templates against the xml document. Like other
functional languages (such as Lisp and Scheme), XSLT has no variables and no assignment statement. One of
the benefits claimed for XSLT is that it is easy for non-programmers to master (I have found in my xml
course that the initial learning curve is steep for programmers and non-programmers alike). While it is true
that it is possible to do some simple transformations much more easily than in a procedural programming
language, complex operations can be difficult (for example, to sum a column of numbers you need to use
recursion). Since the transformation can be based on the schema for an xml-based language, there are very
powerful tools that allow the construction of the XSLT using a drag and drop interface; these systems allow
the construction of complex transformations with the details largely hidden from the user.
 
From the very beginning of the development of xml, there was a strong focus to separate the content of the
data from how it should be presented (in a book, report, web page, PDA, cell phone). The notion is that there
will be xml documents to hold the data and potentially many different ways to present it (some xml, other
not). XSLT and programming language processing are the two ways to perform these transformations.  The
choice depends on the application and the skill set of the user, however, the constant improvements in the
tools available for processing xml documents has kept this a difficult choice. New (and often free) tools can
dramatically improve some portion of the task and thus suggest a more efficient approach.
 
Because there are many powerful tools to transform data content from one xml-based language to another,
often the largest cost of adopting xml is initially getting data into an xml-based language. This often involves
designing a schema for a new xml-based language and then constructing each xml document. The cost of this
and the division of effort between design and construction depends on the form and volume of the data. Most
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data formats, even flat files, are already in some form of tree structure, so the initial move to an xml
document is often straightforward.  There are powerful tools to support these efforts, especially if the data is
in a relational database. There are tools to automate the transformation from a database schema to an xml
schema  (and the reverse). Note that for large applications the design of an effective xml schema is as much
work as constructing an effective database schema. Even with the same data the xml schema (tree structure)
can be organized quite differently from the database schema (table structure). 
 
Designing an xml-based language is equivalent to creating a computer language; the available xml software
tools automatically and instantaneously create software that is equivalent to constructing a compiler for that
language. The combination of the tree structure of all xml documents and the powerful computer language
translation tools developed over the last three decades have made possible powerful xml tools. These tools
also guarantee that the validity checks in the schema can be used to protect the data validity at each step of
the process.
 
The tools for xml include capabilities to support object-oriented programs by generating objects directly from
xml documents (this is called data binding). Because xml was developed the same time as Java and because
much of the open source software is written in Java, there is good support for transferring data between xml




The applications of xml technologies to operations research problems that I have been involved with
demonstrate a few of the xml capabilities that were discussed above.
 
1.      Xml technologies are effective for data input and output.
 
Xml is being widely used to format data that is shared among applications; today more and more of those
applications are in different systems on different computers connected by a network. As discussed above,
xml-based languages have been developed to support this interoperability of data. Most computer
applications also have data input that is used to configure the application. This allows the application to be
customized via data rather than using code that would have to be recompiled when it is modified. External
configuration data also supports user operations to set and save options. Xml is being used widely for
configuration software replacing flat files of data or files with lists of key-value pairs (often called property
lists). There are a number of benefits that come from using xml:
 
·        The data files can be formatted in a tree structure with human readable names to describe the data.
·        There are API’s for popular programming languages that can read in and, if needed, write out the data.
·        A schema to define an xml-based language for the data can be constructed.
·        Using the schema, documentation can be constructed automatically.
·        Using the schema, an input editor can be constructed that facilitates the input of the data.
·        Using the schema, anyone who constructs the data file can immediately validate it.
·        Using the schema, the program that reads the data can validate the data (thus eliminating most, if not
all, of the necessary data checking).
·        The schema makes it easy to reuse the xml-based data language in whole or in part in other
applications.
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These advantages have lead many computer applications to convert from application specific data formats to
xml.
 
Arnie Buss and I, together with a number of masters’ students, have constructed an “Extensible Analyst
Toolbox” to support the rapid construction of military planning systems from pre-existing components. The
projected user of this system is an operations research analyst who is planning military operations for a
particular locale. The user first identifies the maps, images, satellite photos, data sources, road networks,
terrain data, drawings, etc. that are associated with the area of operation. This data is specified in xml files
that are loaded into the planning system as layers. The user has the opportunity during the analysis to load
one or more layers of various types (images, graphs, drawings, road networks, terrain, line-of-sight, etc.)
Each planning situation is unique, so it cannot be anticipated what data and layers will be needed. The analyst
constructs the required system by “loosely coupling” pre-existing components. One use of xml is to construct
the configuration files that specify the user interface (menus, toolbars, tool tips, buttons, combo boxes, etc.)
for the system. Each component layer has its own xml configuration file; the analyst can use a data editor
constructed from the schema to specify the content and look of the user interface. The user-friendly data
editors and the validation of the data files make it easy for the analyst to construct the layer interfaces.
 
MontereyMenu.xsd is the schema for the main window menu bar and MontereyMenu.xml is an instance
document based on the schema. MontereyMenuSchemaDiagram.doc is a graphical view of the schema that is
constructed by XMLSPY (a proprietary xml integrated development environment from Altova, Inc.) Note
that the tree structure of the menus is easily captured in xml. When we switched to xml, the code to construct
the interface for each layer was replaced by a single generic method to read them all. The validation of the
xml eliminated the previous data checks and the generic code to construct all the interfaces is shorter than the
previous code for each layer. This approach can be reused in any application. Our program is written in Java;
we used the open source JDOM API and the Apache Software Foundation xerces parser. (This follows our
software maxim to maximize the code written by others and minimizes the code written by us.)
 
2.      Scenario specification for simulations
 
The most time consuming part of executing military simulations is the data preparation to specify the
scenarios to be analyzed. High resolution military simulations require detailed and extensive information on
terrain, weapons, and plans. These can involve tens or hundreds of thousands of data values. Some of the data
must be generated by the analysts running the simulation. Other data is gathered from other organizations;
this information is increasing available over the web and often in an xml document. Reuse of scenario data
from previous analysis is often difficult especially if it is not possible to easily access and automatically
process the data.
 
If the scenario is validated by hand (that is, “by eye”) then a large fraction of the simulation code and a large
fraction of the analysis time is devoted to identifying and correcting errors in the data. Often the simulation is
used to debug data as in “these results can’t be right, there’s something wrong in the data”.
 
The Combined Arms Analysis Tool for the 21st Century (COMBAT XXI) is a recent large-scale simulation
project that was developed in Java with all the scenario data being specified in xml. It is a high-resolution,
analytical combat simulation focused on tactical combat. It is being developed by the U.S. Army TRADOC
Analysis Center-White Sands Missile Range (TRAC-WSMR) and the Marine Corps Combat Development
Command (MCCDC). When the project was begun five years ago it was on the cutting edge as the xml
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technologies evolved. In the initial version of the project they had custom build code to generate system
objects from data in xml files. When xml technology evolved to automatic, generic construction of objects
(data binding) they were able to redesign their system and achieve an order of magnitude reduction in the
number of lines of Java code. This demonstrates the impact of the power tools that are being developed (they
are especially powerful for object-oriented designs). The use of the free, open source, general purpose, and
thoroughly tested tools to replace application specific code is a very effective way to reduce development
costs, time, and risk.
 
Several masters’ thesis research projects at the Naval Postgraduate School have used xml for scenario
specification. The initialization of a simulation written in an object-oriented language such as Java involves
reading in data values from the scenario data files and then instantiating the many objects associated with the
scenario.
 
The Multi-Agent Robert Swarm Simulation  (MARSS) system developed by Alistair Dickie takes a
innovative approach to using xml in an object-oriented simulation. MARSS is an agent based simulation of
unmanned aerial vehicles; it includes a 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional viewer that presents the positions of
the vehicles as the simulation unfolds. The thesis, a power point presentation, and the xml schemas can be
downloaded from his web site. You can also download the simulation that automatically installs itself and any
necessary Java code needed to execute the code. http://diana.or.nps.navy.mil/~ajdickie/marss/. Currently the
3-dimensional viewer software is available only on Windows operating systems.
 
In MARSS in addition to the scenario data values, the xml files include the names of the Java objects to be
constructed and the parameters that are necessary to instantiate them. Parameters to instantiate objects may be
objects themselves that must first be instantiated with parameters that may be objects etc. etc.; thus it is
necessary to write code to construct arbitrary Java objects that are specified in the xml document. The schema
to specify the xml-based language and the Java code to read the xml is by necessity generic (works for any
Java object) and recursive, however, it is dramatically less code than writing code to construct each needed
Java object. The structure of the xml documents together with validation using schemas allows a general
solution to what was previously longer and very problem specific.
 
The MARSS approach to initializing simulation objects from external files is a demonstration of the power of
xml ideas and xml tools to directly address one of the most pressing problems of running large-scale
simulations. As with other uses of xml, custom data editors and validation provide important functionality.
The extensive data modeling and data validation using xml technologies allows the separation of data
modeling and simulation logic that supports reuse in both.
 
3.      Xml-based language for network optimization
 
I have been working to develop an xml language to represent and validate network and graph problems.
Designing an xml language for a particular domain involves following certain design patterns and managing
some difficult tradeoffs. For network optimization it is necessary to follow the xml principle of separating
content and presentation. An important part of the design is to support capabilities to generate displays of the
networks and graphs; however, this should be accomplished only by transformation of the xml documents
that hold the network topology and node and arc properties. A difficult tradeoff is between validation and
generality. If the standard puts restrictions on the naming of properties (as was done in Figure 2 ), then
stronger validations are possible, but the standards can be applied to fewer networks. Another tradeoff is
between readability (long descriptive names) and the size of the xml file (most network and graph models
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have large amounts of data). Another issue is the division of labor between the xml validation and data
checking within a reader, that is, validations that are difficult or impossible to specify in the schema may be
performed in a data reader that can be considered as part of the total data modeling. This is a work in
progress, for the latest refer to: http://diana.or.nps.navy.mil/~ghbradle/xml/index.html.
 
4.      Other use of xml in operations research
 
A. Leon Lopes and Bob Fourer have developed SNOML to provide an xml representation of stochastic
programming problem data for problem instances. http://senna.iems.nwu.edu/xml
 




C. The Computational Infrastructure for Operations Research (COIN-OR) has provided a forum for
researchers interested in developing open-source xml-based languages for optimization to work together.
http://www-124.ibm.com/developerworks/opensource/coin/
 
D. Kipp Martin has shown how XSLT and XPath can be used to generate xml documents that contain an
instance of a mixed integer linear programming problem. He shows how to go directly from the data for a
particular problem to the xml document bypassing the use of traditional algebraic modeling languages. His
work demonstrates the feasibility of developing an xml-based language for problem instances and using
XSLT transformations to construct the xml documents that contain the problem instances. If this xml-based
language was adopted as an input standard for optimization solvers, there would be a well-defined, open
source, open standards path from the world of data in xml to the solution of optimization problems. He also
discusses the access of problem instance data from xml data documents, relational databases, spreadsheets,




It is obvious that the operations research examples mentioned here touch on only a few of the many possible
applications. In addition, they utilize only some of the xml technologies discussed earlier in the paper. For
example, they don’t show the use of xml editors that can be automatically generate from xml schemas, the
constructing of XSLT transformations, or stylesheets to construct dynamic HTML or XHTML pages, the use
of technology for client/server applications over the web, access to databases, automatic construction of xml
and database schemas from other schemas.
 
I have been careful not to “oversell” xml as “self describing” data or as the ultimate answer for knowledge
management. There are other technologies under development that are focused on taking the next step to
more fully describe data and the context in which it is embedded. The W3C is working on the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) and the “semantic web.” Researchers in artificial intelligence and knowledge
management are working on ontologies for particular domains. Xml is an important contributor to this work
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My research using xml in simulations and military mission planning systems is supported by the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research. My work on designing an xml-based language for network and graph
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